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Io  INTRODUCTION  AND  SUMMARY .2E_£QNCWSIONS 
l. In accordance with the Action. Programme  of the Environment  (Part II, 
title I,  Chapter 5,  Section 2)  approved by  a  declaration of the 
Council  of November  1973,  and in accordance with the decision of 
the Energy Council meeting of March  22 1  1973,  the Commission is 
sending to the Council a  preliminary report  on the pollution and' 
nuisance problems which arise from  the production of energy.  The 
complexity of the subject,  the search -sometimes difficult- for 
an objective basis for  judgement,  the necessity to take into account 
the most  recent  factors in evaluating the medium-term  proppects  fo~ 
. production,  the fluid and  changing character of certain economic 
data as a  result of recent  events - all this explains why  this report 
of about  42  pages  has only been sent  at this dat.eGI 
2o  As  the Programme  indicates,  the ·report treats in a  detailed manner 
three types of pollution which are particu1arly important:  thermal 
discharges,  sulphur dioxide  emissions  and nitrogen oxides. It is 
to be  discussed with national experts  and in the light of these 
discussions the Cocmission will make  proposals to the Council  as 
soon as possible  and at the latest by  t~e 31st  July,  1974~ 
3. This report clearly demonstrates the following: 
a)  taking account  of present forecasts  for the economic  development 
of the Comr:lUni.ty,  an annual  increase in the· usc of energy of 
c.t'ound  4.,5%  a  year until 1985  has been· assumed  as  a  working hypo-
thesis  ..  Nevertheless,  the implamen-!;ation  of ne'rr  poliJ.;ical and 
economi.c  strategies may  serve to reduce this rate to a less 
high level. The  Commission proposes to  send to the Council propo-
sitions to .this effect in the shortest possible time; 
b)  besides the shortage. of certain natural resources - especially 
oil,  coal,  uranium  - which will certainly be increased by  it, 
this rise in energy production will pose certain environmental 
problems which could become  serious if adequate attention is 
not  given  no~v to their nature  and  extent., Examples  are: 
-the increase in atmospheric pollution especially in.most 
urban or industrial areas  w)lich  are already  ~ffected oy  this 
kind of pollution, 
- heating of water  which may  at  a  certain point noticeably 
affect  ecological equilibria, 
- the effects of the production,  transformation and use of 
energy on  water  supply, 
- problems of land-use arising from  the increase in the number. 
~~d capacity of new  power  plants and  other instnllations to 
the brought  into operation, 
•:to('j/ao• •. 
c) 
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The  table 1  att~che:d. D,t  the end:: of· this chapter shows' the 
probo.ble  evolution of specific .pqllutions relevc.nt  t.o  energy 
production c?noidered in thio report,  if. no  new  .::Lbatenent 
censures are taken £roc now  ondl  ·  ' 
The maintenance of a.  substantial level of. energy usd and trans-
f~rnntion and the  need·t~ pro~ect the onvironuent cust not in 
the  oont~:tt Of  n  long terc policy be· COnsiti.ereQ.  CO!ltrud.ictory 
or opposing objectives. Energy enable$ mi:mkind  not  only to  . 
sntisfy a  certain nucber of econoMic  rull1  social nee!ls; it is 
nlao  an important  factor in iljlprovi:ng the eondi  tiona and. 
quo.lity of' life,  including or' cOUrse  the  environment itself. 
In e,  certain wa.y,  a  rational approach to energy can be  con-
sidered an. essential  element· in an environment ·policy consi-
dered in the broad sense of qualitative as well  as  quantitative 
development. 
4oin most  respects,  the need to conserve  energ;r resources  e.nd  the 
requirements· of sound  envirotll!lental  man~ement  ·will 'go-he.nd-in-
hand.  Techniques  for recycling,  for the reutilization of waste  . 
(e.g  ..  waste.oils  ru"ld  waste paper),  for the recovery of materials 
not' only have important  implications for  -~he  envirorJlllent  - e,.g. 
in the reduction of po11ution:.  Thoy  ma.y  equally have  importnnce 
for the saving of energy and for the _'conservation of resources 
in the  ~ridest  sense.  . 
5.  This is the context  in which the Council's req'.1est  must  1Je  placed. 
Certainly,  there are  sonre·  respectt: in which the concern for· envi-
ronmental protection mBi}·  impose  constrai:nts  on  energy use or mey 
add to its cost. But  to present the  energy-~nvircmment ·issue 
solely in terms of conflict is to distort the picture. Energy 
and  environment  are allies,  not  enemi'es  ..  This relationr,hip will 
be  explored in ereater depth in subsequent'· reports by the 
Commission to the Council,  and notably in the gener::ll  report 
on waste which the Council  h~s asked for 1Jefore July 31,  1974. 
6  o There  are in any  case other sound. reasons  for not  relaxing now 
for reasons of  actual  difficulties in oil supply the efforts 
destined to  improve the quality of our  fu'Gure  environment.  One 
has  to bear in mind  that decisions in the field of· environmentc>l 
protection as well  as in the energy sector have  long-term  conse-
quences  and.  should not ·_be  governed-oy temporar;:;  disturba!l.:::es  and 
fluct_uatior.s· of the  marl~et. The  key .C-ecisions,  for  energy prod-
uction as  well  as for  enVironmental protection1  eGsentially 
t.re those  t·rhich  relate to the investmrmfs  which  h~:.ve to ':le  made 
and their economic lifetime;  these dGcisions  m~st be taken in the 
f'rame-work  of medium  and  long-terr.l  forecasts of  developments 
in both fields. 
.  ..  / ... 
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7.  Taking into account  the time lag of four to six years between the 
authorization and  the  commissioning of a  new  power plant,  and  cons-
idering also that the average  econooic  lifetime of a  pla."lt  (:s;)  is 
perhaps twenty years,  it is clear that the decision to construct 
is in fn.ct  one that  will have· consequences  for  a  substantial period 
of time,  since during the lifetime of the plant pollutants .will 
be discharged to the atmosphere  and  w±11  influence air quality 
around the site and perhaps  elsewhere• 
8.  Similar considerations apply to mobile.installations. It is possible 
to reduce motor vehicle emissions up  to  a  certain point  vri. thout  too 
heavy investments being imposed on manufacturers. However,  be,yond 
this point,  considerable investment  efforts m~  be  necess~J on the 
part of  industry~ Design changes  can oft.en take years to introduce. 
Decisions taken toda,y  on product  and emission standards are decisions 
about  the quality of the air in our cities not  so  much  now  as  several 
years aheado  To  postpone action now,  because of short-term  consider~ 
ations,  is to  jcopexdize the success of our efforts in the future. 
9•  It is the task of public authorities and interested parties at all 
levels to analyse the factors that influence demands  for  energy  and 
to develop  as  soon as possible energy  s.ystems that meet  these demands 
with maximum  efficiency but  with minimal  damage  to the  environment. 
To  improve the use of fuels in this sense (i.e. having ree;ard at  · 
the same  time to both efficiency !::~ the  e:p.vironment) . not  only 
where the production of energy is concerned but  also of those 
goods  and  services which directly or indirectly require the use 
of fuels  appears more  than ever before necessary if the harmonious 
economic  development  of the Community  and,  in a  larger sense,  the 
progress of humanity it3elf, is to be assured. 
10.  It will also be necessary to  revi~w at the various levels the 
energy and materials requirements of different  econor;:ic  activiti'es 
and to consider in whet  wa,y  patterns of use can be improved the 
more  rigorous introduction of recycling techniques,  technological 
improvements  or the modification of certain forms  of production. 
11.  At  the  same  time,  whenever  new  power plants and other installations 
are being considered,  attention must  be pnid both in the design 
and the siting of these installations,  to measures necessary,  taking 
into account  technical and  economic  possi1Jilities to ensure the  · 
respect of the environment  in its wide sense·(quality of life, 
as  well as protection of nature). 
As  far  as  concerns three types of pollution which are the pa.rticu.!ar 
subject of this report, it is clear that measures must  be taken as 
rapidly as possible to  improve the situation both in the short  and 
medium  term,  and to provide the means to  ensure the respect of 
such measures. 
(~)  By  the same  token,  certain investments in pollution control will 
need to be  considered not  only in the light of imcediate needs 
but  also i,n  yiew of the future  evolution of technology and/or 
environmental  quality requirements. 
.  ..  ; ... - 5  ~ 
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12.  In particular,  the report  stresses the most  urgent  long-term 
problems posed by thermal discharges. It is anticipated that  P 
between now  and the  end.  of the century,  t-rell  over  200  new  power 
plants "Crti.ll  need to be .installed within the EEC  countries and 
that the total quantity of heat  discharged into the  enVironment  <J 
by power plants m~  increase by at least a  factor of 8 as 
compared to the si  tua.tion in 1970.  This could have  severe envi-
ronmental  consequences Unless steps are t<iken  •. The  report 'empha-
sizes the importance of: 
(1)  collecting data and.  improving knowledge of the effects of 
thermal dische.rges on the_ enVironment;-
(2)  planning the siting of new  plants on a  European basis, 
.through the organized exchange of information among  EEC 
111ember  states. This planning will need to take account 
not  only problems of thermal pollution as  such,  but  also 
wider  questions  such as the desalination potential of 
nuclear plants· (which m~  be of special importance in the 
light of the water su :pply situation in Europe)  and the. 
potential litili-zation of waste heat. (see 4  below); 
(3) ·  genernlly to  equip new  pot<Ter  plants with cooling touers 
and.  to  improve,  as rapidly as possi  "'Jle,  the _.design  and 
techriology of dry cooling tot-vers  so  as to dimin.i.sh the 
dtsadvantages  which these still present where certain 
·aspects of the  environment  are concerned; 
(4)  utilizing by all appropriate means  waste heat  produced by 
power plants,  especially nuclear plants. 
The  Commission eXpects to mruce  specific proposals in each of 
· these four  areas,  including proposals for the  exchange of 
information and R cn\1  C contracts. · 
· 13 •  The  report makes  seve-ral proposals· for dealing with ·pollution 
problems caused by  sulphur di'Oxide  (so2). 'In addition to the 
d.ra.f't  directive on the  sulphur content of gas-oils which has' 
alreadY been sent to the Council;· tho :.Corrimissio.n  is preparing 
a  directive on· the,  use of low..:.. sulphur ·  resid'tial fuel-oils within 
certain zones  (such as highly industrialfzed. or highly populated 
z~nes)  vrhere  pollution b;v  so2  is already severe or could become 
so  unless action is taken. Emphasis is· placed on the need to 
achieve  a 'L1ore  rational allocation of naturally clean fuels 
(e.g. natural gas  and  lo~sulphur cr'ude oils) to those areas 
and users which have most  need of such fuels.  Given the import-
ance of desulphurization,  the Community: should develop this 
process as well  as  other techniques-designed to  limit the - 6  ENV/38/74  E 
emission of so2  in the  atmosphere both directly by means  of 
contracts for research and  development  and  by  the promotion 
of demonstration projects,  as well  as  by  encouraging the 
exchange  of information. 
As  far  as  nitrogen oxides  (NO  )  are concerned,  the principal. 
conclusion of the report is  t~t there exist at the moment 
large gaps in our knowledge .which  need to be filled.  These 
concern both the effects of nitrogen.oxides  on man  and the 
environment  as  well  as the technical processes of pollution 
reduction,  and  also t-he  appropriate methods  of meas.urement. 
While  waiting for  an improvement  of knowledge  in this field, 
certain precautionary measures,  in respect  of both stationary 
and mobile  sources of NO  1  could be taken.  · 
X 
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II  o  ~TANCE  OF  EiiERGY  PRODUC_TIO!  AND  TRENDS  ~l~FUTTJRS DEiiUU:;D 
15. Statistical evidence exists for a  direct correlation between 
·  economic  growth measured in terms  of gross national product 
~nd total grouth in energy demando  For virtually all nations, 
. the developinG as well  as the developed,  the larger the per 
capita grozs national product,  the larger the per capita commer-
cial energy  consumption ffief.  l,.Y The  transition from  a.'l  · 
agrarian to an industrial economy  has required a  larbe i!'lc-
rease in energy consumption both for powering industry end 
for re.ising productivity in ·agriculture.  At  the  same  time, 
the development  of tight-woven transportation systems has 
also required a  substantial share of total energy needs. 
16" Durin.:;  the last fifty years  worJ..'!_wid~~l!~~gY....P..~~~-u~!~~ from 
co~ercinl energy  sources  (coal,  lignite,  pe~rol,  natural 
gas,  hydroelectric,  gcotherm~l b.nd  nuclear  energy)  measured 
in energ;J'  terms has increased by a  factor of more  than 40  .. 
As  lor~ as nations  continue their  ef~orts towards more ·welfare, 
which is measured at present  ~in terms ·of gross national product 
per capita,  it is reasonable to expect that the per capita 
energy consumption will also riseo Taking into account  differ-
ent  hypotheses  about  future  economic  developments  and  gro~~h 
rates and  starting from  the about  7,5 billion taceee~)  consumed 
in 1970,  numerous  forecastG Jj.ef., 3,4,2.7of worlc'.  energy demand 
in the yee;r  2000  indicate values between. 18 to 30 billiorl t_.c.e.,,  . 
that is an incrense by a  factor of 2,5 "to  4  (or  a.'l  annual  growth · 
rate of 3 1 1  to 4,  7%) o  (:a:) 
l7e According to the forecasts,  the industrialized 9 Member  States 
of the Communi ties appear to have  a  similar development in  . 
terms of specific energy  cons~ption per  capita~ After a  total· 
energy  consumption of ls2 billion t.c.,eo in 1970 the forecasts 
fRefo  6,7 187 er.visage about  2.2-2.4 billion toc~e. in 1~85 and 
perhaps  3 .. 6-4.5 billion t"cce• in the yee:r  2000;  this means  . 
W1  increase by a  factor  Of 3od-3a7  over the entire period (or 
an annual  growth rate of 3.7-4~5%).,  (:u) 
._._J.8o  Worldwide  electricity production has  increased by  a.  factor of 
more  than 40 over the last fifty years~ This trend·is  evident 
also within the EEC.  Over  the past  two  decades electricity 
consumption within m·ost  of the  l~em"t>er States has grown at  a 
ratG of over  7%  nnnu.ally,  thus doubling in each dece.deo  Consi-
dering all the factors likely.to influence future demand,  there 
is Gtrong  evidence that electricity production will experience  ·-
a  similar growth rate for the next  decadeo  .. By the yeD:r  2000, 
about  50~·;  of all energy. wi il  be used,  to.  produce  ~lectri  city 
against  ULe  present  figure of about  25%e 
~} tocoee = metric ton coal equivalent 
(:a:)  se"'  footnote pOJe  9 . -· 
(31:3!:) 
- 9-
For these reasons particular attention has to 'be  given to the 
environmental problems related to ele?tricity productiono 
19.The  following tables 2  and 3 illustrate the  importe~t increase 
- expected for the energy requirements of the 9  EC  Member  States, 
till to 1985. The  data  (effe~tive end  foreca8ted)  ere  troten 
down  by sector  s.n.d  by  energy source. In order to ill:l.ctra:.;e · 
the important role which electricity is destined to pl~ in 
the futtire global  energy patternJ  in table 2  the energy equi.:. 
valent  of the power plant . production i-s  indicated separately; 
in table 3  the tofal electricity-production  and.~ts energetical 
equivalent is given together with a  bt·eakdown of the  she.re  of. 
electrioi  ty production hy the dif'f';:....: ent types of fuel., 
___  .... 
eoe/oo• 
!:9~  to .120-n~6, 17  and  l..Q:  •. 
The  values which  figure in :paragraphs  16  to  18 as well as in tables  2 
a.nd  3  'l'lerG  calculated befo:-e the present  energy crisis. These figures 
therefore can only be considered as world11..g  h;rpo·~heseet which wilL need 
.to be changed.  in, the light of new  Ctrn.togioe-.for  l~~s rapid. g.rowth in 
the econoby· ·and  in t4e use of  en~;rirJr.  ·  ·- ,. ··  - . - 10 - FNV/38/74  :._  E 
Table 2  :  Energy requirements  and  f'oreca.sta  by sector 
for the 9  EC-Member  States 1) 
(in million tons co a::.  equipment) 
I  ~  .  Year  t 
1970  1975  1980  1985  I  I  Sector 
1 
Industry  430  I  533  682 
Domestic  399  493  626 
Transportation  150  191  241 
Auxiliary consumpti'on 
and  losses  131  159  196 
In1and.·consumption l)  1,110  1,376  1,745 
Bunker~:; exports  and  130  157  174  changes·in stocks 
1)  Total  energy 
requirements  1,240  1,533  1,919 
-
Power  plants  303  397  548 
I 
1)  Non~energetic uses  excluded;  forecasts·as  of mid-1973 
Ta'ble  3  :  Energy requirements  and  forr~asts by  source 
for the 9  EC  Member  States  . 
_lin nillior:. tons coal 
I 
I 
Year  I 
1970  t  1975  1980 
Source  ' 
Coal  I  377  296  270 
Oil.  I  713  961  1,210 
G~s  89  187  275 
Total  1,179 
_l 
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III.  !NERGY  SUPPLY  SYSTEMS  AND  THEIR  ENVIRONMENTAL  EFFECTS 
III,. 1. Sources{ mn.gni tude 
· ·'  2o.Energy is generally not  available in a  simple  form  but  requires 
rather complex systems  for its production,  made  up  9f a  nurr.ber 
of components which  ar~ necessary to bring a  basic energy re-
source  from its natural state to the place in which it is used. 
For most  energy  systems,  this involves extraction,  processing, 
often conversion into a  more  useful  form,  transportation bet-
ween the various operations,  transmission to the ultimate user, 
its final use and,  eventually,  disposal of residuese 
2l.As indicated above,  the most  important  fraction of energ-.1  needs 
today is met  by the  combustion of fossil  ~~els,  coal,  oil and 
.natural gaso  Together they provide about  95%  of the present 
· demand  and.  even by the year 2000 they will most  proba"oly will 
meet  50-60% o:f the needso  On  the other hand,  the share of hydr·o-
pcwer  in the total energy balance will decrease more  and more. 
In the near future,  nuclear power is .likely to t.l'ke  at  least 
e.n  increasing pert of. electricity generation and  wi thln the 
next  several deccrles nuclear  energ~ may  progressively replace 
the combustion of fossil  fuels  for many  other energy useso 
22.Solutions designed to minimize the environmental  effects of 
energy production have to take into  consideration the overall 
impact  of possible energy  systemso  The  major  problems  can be  . 
highlighted. as follows:._ 
The  conversion of fossil  (and also nuclear  r-l'trel-e--±-nt.o ·-ene.tg[ 
leM.s to: 
- ~~ollution, mostly by gaseous products; 
- water .P_Ollut~ by  therma.l discharges to cooling water  and 
by wastes  and by tho transportation of fuels at  sea or  inlau~~" 
J, 
- solid wastes 1  and  to land. degradation by mining activities·; · 
prooesslTigof fuels  and  trensportation of electric ener::;y. 
Another  important  issue closely related ·[;o  energy production.  ·' 
is the problem of the  sit!_~~ of installations destined to pro-: 
duce,  transform or transJ.;or.t  energy.,·  The  environmental impact 
· of siting becomes part.icularly aj"parent  ..rith the tbermal dis-
charges  from  large pc,w-er  plants or \on th air e,"l!i  l'':;..ter  poJJ.~~­
ion :f.roin  refinerio,;. 
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23Jt is generally  acknowled~ed that combustion.of fossil fuels 
is the most .important  source of air pollution.  Among  com0ustion 
products it is mainly sulphur dioxide  (so2),  nitro~en oxides 
(NO  )  and particule.te matter the,t  are  nonsider.ed  as particular-
ly aetrimental to the environment  a~d possibly h~zardeous to 
human  health. That  is why  ~n industrialized countries during 
the le,st years special attention has been given to ·these pol-' 
lutants,  to their origin,  propagation and  to possibilities of 
ab~temento  · 
24u Global  estimates of air pollution for the important pollutants. 
identif.y three principal  sources of pollution: 
- fuel  com~ustion in stationarJ sources (iike boilers,  ~~naces, 
incinerators,  torches, .etc.); 
other industrial installations  (process  equipment,  ore 
roasting,  chemical  proceasi~, paper production,  etc.), 
- traffic. 
25e Stationary combustion installations are,  ~n fact  estimated to  · 
create bettveen 70 c.nd  9o%  of total so2  and particulate emissions. 
Moreover,  they contribute about  5o%  dr total NO  emissions,  ~ 
further 4o%  being produced by traffic. Traffic ts ·also the 
main source of carbon monoxide  (CO)  pollution (more than 9o%) 
·  ·  and a  very important  solir.ce  of l'.ydr6carbon  (HC)  emissions 
( aiJOUt  50%) o 
The  radioactive gaseous effluents ·from  nuclear 'power  stations 
and reprocessing plants must  be  considered in this context al-
though at  present they 'do  not in fact· make  any  significa.nt 
contribution to the t-otal  level of radioactivity encountered 
in the atmosphere. 
26. Energy  consumption for traffic purposes produces  o.lso  pollutants. 
which are potentially toxic if they concentrate in the  atmosphere 
· nbove  certain leveis. At  present,  for instance about 36,000 
tons/yoar *)-or lead are  emitted  from  automobile  exhausts within 
the Member  States of the European Communities •. 
Concerned  by  lead  concentrations which may  locally,  especially 
in areas wl th heavy urban trtJ.ffic,  become  :i.azs.r1m.vJ  to purlic, 
health,  the Commission  services,  in collaboration With  e-qierts 
of the z,Iember  States,  have  analyzed th<l  si  tuntion e.nd  its 
*)  Value  es:trim€'-ted  for 1973,  ·based  on a  total gasoline consumption 
of approx.  70 mill.tons,  with an averuge  lead content of about 
0,55  15/l  and  70%  of total  le<l.d  conto.ined beLJg emitted in the 
atmosphere. 
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possible evolution from the medical  a11d  technic~l sid.e.  As  a 
result of this work in December  1973  the Commission sent to the 
Council  a  proposal for  a  directive aiming at  a  limitation of 1erui 
content in gasoline to o, 4 g/1 at mfl..x:imum  for premium  grc.de  from  . 
1  January,  1976,  and at 0,15 g/l at  ~aximum for regular grade 
froo  l  JanuRry,  1978.  This measure  ·will  deo~~aeo  the  · 
total quantity of lead emitted into the atmosphere by motor 
vehicles to  about  28,000 tons/year in 1980 (l)  not~nthstanding 
a  pro'bable increase in annual gasoline  consumption by  about 
30%  compared to 1973. 
27o The  major  source of thermal discharges into water  'b~dj es is 
fr·om  electric power plants. Depending on the type  of. t:.armal 
power plant  (fossil fueled or nucleat'  fueled),  aa  !'!J:,c·,,L.t  of 
heat  equal to 1.2 to  lo9  timeFJ  the.t  of the electric ;  '"ar 
proG.uced is disch~goo through the cooling  s;y-stem 7  ;~,c·  ..  ~.l.y  into 
water bodies,  but  to  sorr:.G  degree  r,lso directly inh  'o.  _;::;  air. 
At  the I:J.oment,  no  precise  k~ow).edge exists lbf the  il.J .'·.r:.hution 
of therraal discharges  among  the different  sources  1),,  ...  ~oLle  may 
suppose that  about  20 to  3o%  of total hea.t  discharc-;·,,1  i  r:.-~o 
W'J.ter  o:ciginates in the  othe'~ industriA-l seQtors  L~ro·:ess 
hea~;)  o 
Taking the  enere;y  system as  1.1  whole,  we,ter pollution occurs 
also  from  the production,  shipping  mld processing of oil,  . 
either accidentally or by intentional discharge  (e.g. during 
e)L--traction,  or  from the  clee>Xl.i.ng  of oil tanker bilges,  or as 
liquid effluent  from  refineries). 
Coal  erlr.J.ction is kJ;J.o>m  as  another  source of water pollution 
because of acid mine  draina,gE)  ::>nd  siltationo 
Nuclear power stations release,  under  carefnll;~t controlled cond-
itions small  amounts  of radioactivity with liquid effluents into 
the water. 
------ _  .... - .. ----~--~- .. ---------=-
(l)  Assuming tho.t  a tout  25%  of the  __ toto.l  consumption of. ab,mt  90 million 
tons of  gasoline espected for  1980 will consi-st  __ of reg·llar grade 
quality,  and that  about  70% of total  :t:ead  contents- t-s  emit-ted,_  by 
the atmosphere.  ·· 
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2C~ Solid wastes  are produced in large quantities by the 1--urning 
of solid fuels in power plants,  in industrial ·a!'ld  domestic 
combustion iustnllabons,  in combined district  heati~~ and 
incinere.tion J?lants. 
Mining activities produce locally large quantities of solid 
wastes,  especiall;r in surface-mining of broWn  coal  wl-..ich 
t:-annforms  and det;,-rad.es  entire regions  for - at  a  minimum  -
several years,. 
29e. The  marked  increase in electricity generation capacity,  es-
pecially from  nuclei:U'  energy,  foreseen for the next  decades 
will produce important  amounts  of rMioactive solid wastes 
requiring careful disposa!.  r,he  grovnng quantities of spent 
nuclear fuel  elements  trel:'.t ed in reprocessing facilities 
yield high_;level radioactive waste  which is likely to be 
stored in solidified form  un:ier  special control to· protect 
the environment  (air,  water,  soil)  rioru rad.ioacrive  conta-
mination (1) a 
30. As  mentioned  a1)ove,  the siting of irirr'"allations for production, 
~;ransformation and transport  (e.g.:  power  lines)  of enorgy 
under its various  forms  requires incree.sing attention in 
order to prote-::t  the  enviroa.'Ilent  against pollution and nui-
sances  from  these inste..lla:tions  ..  The  mo~;~t  strtking example 
is the inc:;.'ea..sing  amount  of heat  dischexged .from  a  growing  . 
number  of pai'mr  plants1  the  increase i.n size of these plants  and 
the accumulation of large generating ce.pa.oi ty at the  s~e 
site (equipped with high chimney  and,  more  and more,  with 
very large cooling  towers)~ These plants will,  apart  from 
watrsr  and air pollution,  raise problems of la.nd-~use  and  will 
together with the associated overhead transmission lines 
create aesthetic nuisanceu 
Similar problems exist  for .refineries with special  emphasis 
to water ·and  air pollution and to odours  .. 
(1)  The  problems  specificia.lly co.nnected  wi~h  ·the use of nuclem• 
energy are treated in detaH in the  11Second  Indicative Nuclear 
Pro~;;ran:
11  of the European Communi ties approved by the Commission 
on October 10,  1972  (in printing). - 15  - EIN/33/74 - !_ 
IV •  A.."if  APPROACH  TO  THE  EVALUATION  OF  WE  EFFEC'.PS  IN VI!!li..Q! 
~LISHING  AIR  QUALITY  CRITERIA  JUID  NO~S 
3l.In ~ew of developing criteria and guides  for  so2,  suspended 
particulates and  nitrogen oxides,  for use  within the frame-
work of the Community,  the Services of the Commission,  with 
the assistance of national experts  and consultants,  are 
reviewing the various ori  teria docUP.lento  availab~.e at the 
intern~tional ar.d  national levels L9,  10,  11,  12,  13,  14 
15,  16,  liJ  ~  Following the procedure outlined in the 
"Programme  of Action 'of the European Communi ties on the 
Environment11  /_Ref.  7§/  emphasis is plac9d.  on the WHO teoh-
nical document  506  "Ai.r  qual~J!,Y criteria· and guides  for 
urban air pollutants
11  /Jief. 2/•  .  . 
32o The  Committee  11Criteria and Starid.axds11  of the Commission 
in its first examination of the  w'HO  docunent  found in parti-
cular  t~~t the qualitative and quantitative description of 
· the effects of sulphur dioxide  and  suspended particulaten, 
as given ir. Table  I  and in the accompaeying text of the 
docuuent,  ~hile most  probably still in ~'Tecment with the 
more  recent  findings,  have to be  completed  and  amplified 
by other results about  the character,  degree and  extension 
of the effects caused by these pollutants and that indicat-
ions should be given about  the risks related to  exposures 
different  ±~0m thoee reproduced in the  WHO  do~ument (in 
particular concentrati-on-and--ir.ime-depend.anoe}.._ This. work 
is. current~ underW8¥a 
On  nitrogen oxides  the data cvailable at the time of the 
preparation of the  WHO  docum€.nt  (1971)  were  not  sufficient 
to reach clear conclusions regarding the  effects~ The 
Services of the Commission ar·e  currently compilil1g and 
analysing the recent studies  whic~ have been published in 
order to establish for these pollutants exposure-effect · 
relationships.(!£)  ~ 
33. In a--nunber  of countries  around the  ~,,orld'there exist. either 
&ir  quality standards incorporated in legislation or recom-
mended objectives;  the rJHO  teclmicai doc-;nnent  506  indica-tes.., 
also  short-"terrn and  long-term goals regru.•ding L:axi:nal air  ·-... 
pollution levels. 
In many  cases the mathematical basis  and  the reference analy-
tical method::>  used. are sufficiently different ..i:or- a-·diTec:t __ 
conparison between the  ex~. sting legislations  and  propos--·  .,  ____ _ 
als  r.ot  to be posEible.  The  Services of the  Commission are 
currently undertaking a  harmonization progr~~e for the 
variot<.s  analytical techniques ar.d  will ma.l:-:e  reco:runendations, 
based on the exposure-effect  relationship~,  as  t~ the most 
a.doqu.e.,te  mathematical  formulo.tion regardil:g the expression of 
the air pollution levels a 
----------------------------------~oe/e•s 
(~)  By  the way  the Co1noission has  started research 
in this field in the  frame  of the environmental 
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V  •  .EQ§,§lBLE  EVOLUT.ION- OF  SPECIFIC  POLLUTION  P,ROBLEMS 
34eBased on forecasts. (see chapter·II). of energy dema.nd  and the 
share of different energy sources in total demand,  this chap-
ter gives a  brief analysis of the magnitude of the'pollution 
involved&  On  the basis of different hypotheses  concerning 
growth of energy demand  in its various  format  estimates are 
made  for the quantity of so2,  particulate matter,  NO  and 
thermal discharges which are  lil':::e·ly·to  be produced by the 
main sources of those pollutantc;  power.pl·ants,  large ind.-
u::::  ~r:i.-1  plants,  domestic  heati~  :~.nstallations and traffic.  -- ·'' ...................... ·  .  .;. 
35. A detailed study o:f  air pollution· from  fuel  combustion in 
stationarl sources has been launched by OECD  ~~ completed 
in 1973  LRefo  7~. On  the basis of estimates made  .b~ national 
e:l·  ..  })erts,  eoissions of so2,  particulate natter and .NO  origin-
ating from these installations and their possi  "ble  evSlution 
up to  1980  have been evaluated for the principal sectors 
uSing fossil fuels.  This  study revealed ths stillimportant 
role which oil products are likely to  pl~·as 11lel  in the-
next. decarl.e  within the 9 EC-Member  States"'  -'Phe  recent  oil:  supply 
crisis,  howevC:r,  vtill certainly chc.ngo  this  sitt~ation' in 'the ser.se 
o:f a  slo-vr-dot,m  ."lf  the_ grot'l'th-rate of oil products as coopUed to 
other formil  enorgy oourc.es. 
V.l.  Sulphur dioxide 
_  ..  -.36.-~c Services· of the Commiss.ion,. with a  group of national 
..experts,  __ bav.e.  r~cently- reviewed. the  so2  grolind.  level  concen-
. trationsl:'measured in the years 1971/72 within the Member  · 
States LRef.  2§}.  The  study shows  that  s.o2  measurements 
are made  in all urban al'eas,  but  often,  due  to the  location 
of the  sampling sites and to differences in anal.Vt1.ca.l .tech.:. 
niques,  direct  comparison of results is not possible. 
The  only definite conclusion is that the aimual mean  concen-
trations  fo~ the  resid~ntial sites reported range  from  about 
10 to 300 mici·ograms/m  ,  the highest  levels being found.  usually 
in larg<:J  urban areas. Maximal  dai"ly values were 'in general'. 
4 to 5 times the annual mean  and the winter to  sunmcr ratios 
1~ between 2  and 4•  The  higher winter values often seem  to 
result the combination of increased fuel demand  and adverse 
meteorological condition!'!• 
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In a  nu::aber  of urban areas within the European Community 
the observed annual  ce~~s are·  significantly higher than 
the levels used  current~. as guidance  for  action in several 
countries around the world. 
In view of these high levels,  and  while awaiting the recom-
mendations  which will be  forthcoming at the Community  level·: 
re~arding the criteria and  guides,  a  decrease in the current 
so2  ~~issions is advisable. 
37.  According to the  OECD  report LHef.  127  an  increase of about 
5o%  in so2 emissions  from  stationary combustion sources· he.s 
to _be  expected between 1968  (the base of the  study)  and  · 
1980 if no  counter  me~sures are taken. 
38. 
In absolute number_s  these  so2 ·emissions are likely to pass 
from  14 million tons in 1968 to  some  21  million tons in 
1980  for the 9 EC  Member  States. If, because of future 
difficulties in supply,  the share of oil is somewhat  lower 
than assumed  one  may  anticipate that  coal  consumption  .. will 
not  decrease as rapidly as foreseen by  the  OECD  report. If 
one  factor te!lds to cou!lterbalance the other, the level of 
·so2  ·emissions  expected iri' 1980  may  be more  or less unchc.nged .. 
Though  there are certain gaps in the information which  EC 
Member  States-were able to give to  OECD  on the expected 
repartition in 1980  between solid,  liquid and  gaseous  .  · 
fuels,  existing data indicate that more  than 5o%  of total 
sonsu~ption of stationary combustion sources in 1980  may 
be  accounted for by liqui'd fuels  a;.'ld.  another  2o%  at  least 
by  gas.  Taking into ·account the  sulphur  content  of the 
three types of fuel it follows  that the c·ombusiion  of o:i;l 
-will constitute the major  sour-Ge  of .so2 in 198o,  as far, 
as  stationary combustion sources are  concerned~ 
'  '  ' 
Bearing in mind  the decisive role played by liquid fuels, 
the Commission  services have  inv~stigated LRefe  2J7 the· 
possible evolu_tion of the oil supply structure and  its 
average sulphur-content.  This investigation (see.Annex II) 
provides  a  st:3.!'ting point... for the activities aimed-at the 
abatement  of SO  pollution.'Within the EC  Member  States. 
(This task of  at~ting so2 pollution appears as a  priority  . 
item in the  "Programme  of Action of the European Communi- . 
ties on the Environment" ffief.  1§})  .. 
•, 
eoe/oeo 
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39. During refining operations the  sulphur  contained in crude 
oi.l is mainly concentrated in the heavy  fractions  (resi-
dual  ~el-oil(~)) whereas the lighter ones  (gnsoline, 
gaso.il  and kerosene)  contain much  less sulphur  (in general 
below  1%) •  This tight relationship between the sulphur 
. content  of'  crude oil and the' sulphur  content  of the resi-
dual  f'uel~oils derived from  crude makes it possible to 
construct .an  b;ypot~esis for  802  emissions based on an 
estimate of' the future  supply structure for crude. 
On  the basis of'. the supposed  scheme  (Annex II,  tables 4 
.to 7).,  which  con~;liders the availability of different 
_types  of crUde. as of 8eptep1ber  1973,  just before the 
recent crisis,. the total sulphur quantity contained in 
the residual. fuel-oil produced  from  these crudes  m~ 
evolve  as indicated in the following table 4  and  m~ 
give rise t()  the so2  emissions listed in the last column 
af3suming  that  8o%  or the sulphur contained in residual 
fuel-oils is emitted and  no  abatement  measures  be taken. 
RESIDUAL  FUEL-OILS  TO  BE  CCNSUMED  WITHIN  EC-
.MEMllEil  STATES  Ai'ID  POSSIBLE  so2  EMISSIONS  FROU 
THESE  FUELS a 
Total  sulphur  conte~t:~:)  %  increase w;i.thin  Total so2  emissions 
802)  ~il1ion tons of sul.;.  period .of  (millions tons 
.  .  phu.r) ..  ' 
" 
"  3~4  ..  - 5o4 
.·:9·3  ..  174  14o9 
lOo~ 
·.  ..  i6  17 .,3 
40)  Within large urban areas  so2:, ground level concentrations 
..  are known to be  strongly dependent  upon the amount  of 
emissions at  low level (e.g. above all those  origilk~ting 
in domestic heating and  from  small  commercial  i~tallations 
fuelled mainly ,.fith gas-oil). Within the past decade the 
consumption of tas-oils for domestic heating purposes  has 
increased very sharply in replacing coal.,  This tr-end is 
likely to continue in the near future  although at  some-· 
what  smaller growth rates (higher costs of oil prodc:cts, 
competition of natural gas  and of electricity heating). 
(:E)  Residual fuel-oil = all residual fractions remaining after·the atmospheric 
distillation process of crude oils 
:E)  In 1971  the  av~age sulphur content  of all crudes  imported in the Commu-
~ _ ni  ty was  about  Gyoo In 1971  so2  em:i.ssJ ens  from  the  combustion of gas-oil were 
estimc..ted  at  ma.:::imt:.,.'ll  a-t  about  1.,2 millo tons  wi-!;h:in.  EC 
Member  S+.ates., In the  abse;.1ce  of any  co:1trol mea.sures 
they mey  - a  max:i.murJ  J:zy-pothesis  - rise to nearly  1~6 
mill. tons  j_n  1980  rurl  vro~"sen the situation in alreaf'...y 
highly  polln·~ed urban a.roas. 
In the light of tha.t  situation the Co!;l!JJission  has pro1Cosed 
a  di:rect  i ve t'-ief.,  2?7  aiming at  a  limitation and  subseq:u-:::;:1t 
dc:orease  of'  sulphur  content  in gas-oils  ~1hich are put  on 
theJ Illa.rket  within Member  States.,  · 
If this propcisa.l is accepted by the Council  and  implement-
ed in time the  so2  ·emissions to be  foreseen by  1980  f'ron 
gas-oil  co:nbus-tion me.y  well remain near to those of 1971., 
41. However,- under t!1e  bypothe.'Jes  of the Commission's  study · 
j}i.efo  2jJ,  so2  emisEions  from  the  combustion of residual 
fue1-oHs  are likely to increase markedly  from 5•4 mill, 
tons  (1971)  to more than 17  mill~ tons  (1980)  if no  ab~t­
tlent  measures  are  t&lcen., 
In the light of these  nurJbers it must be  concluded tha"'; 
e.ll means  sui  ted to  c. bate  SO  0mif":sions  from installat-
ions burning resid:ml  f-uel-oifs  (mr..inly  large  stationa..ry 
ones)  dezerve  special  &atention~ 
V  .. 2.  Pert.:i.culn.te matter 
42o  As  for so2,  the ma.,4or  fraction of par·ticulc-.te matter is 
emitted  ff'om  staiibng,ry combustion installations  fi.leled 
with hard  coal  and.  brown coal  i  it is composed of flJI  ash, 
and  of unburnt  solid mattero  The  qu~~tity of particulate 
matter produced is p:J.l•ticularly  l:J  .  .rg':l  in power  station 
or other large boilers where  solid fuel is burn"'d finely 
suapendz:l in the air  ...  Tl1.e  gredest part of it is captured 
by olectrofilters ·with an overall removal  efficiency of 
about  937'~  .. 
The  combustion of liquid fuels gives rise to formation 
of fine particles of unlnu·nt  fuel  which are partially 
emitted v-lith  the flue gasGsr  partly deposited  on the 
\'Jalls  and  emitted. on.ly casually on soot  blo;.Jing~ 
43 o  The  OECD  study /Jief  o  lr_;z..?  cited above  entiJJat  os  a  decrec:.so 
of about  2a,'l  in  ..particulate matter in thl.s decatie,  inainl.;y-
du.e  to the  swi.ng  a\ro:",Y :fr.om  coal  and  d;J_e  to  improved.  control 
techr..ology  ..  Th::.s  docrecs;e is- par~icularly mc.u'ked  i~1 the 
domestic sector Nhose  share is eXpected.  t<J  como  dm.,r"J.  to 
abou.t  20%  of totc:.l particulate mat-ter  e.."!)j.tted  f'r.om  s·t;atio-
nary  combu~tion so J.::"ces  (after- 33%  in  1963-j-~a"!.nl~ hece:tr.;;,  -
on the b,ypothesis of the  study - gasoil and  '1.a~  P,'J.;J  a"t'e 
replacir,g the use  of coc.L..  ---,--..... 
-----
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44e The  Servtces of the Commission,  with a  group of nation-
al experts,  have recently reviewed the  suspended parti-
culate matter (especially for particles which fall with-
in the respirable size. range)  in foTOund  level concentra,;-
tions measured in the years 1971/1972 within the Member 
States /J.8f..  2i}.  The  intrinsic differences between  · 
the determinations of soiling  co.pac:i:~y  (smoke)  and 
total weight  (suspended particulates) were  such as not 
to allow any comparison$ 
It ma,y  be only stated that the annual mean  concentra-
tions of  a~oke for the urban3
sitas reported range  fl~om, 
about  20  to  200 microgrums/m,  with the  ~a:x:imalvdnily 
values  on the average 5 to 6 times the annual neen 
values. For  suspended particulate matter thj concen-
trations rangod  from  70 to  230  micrograms/m  ,  with 
the ma:x:.imal  daily values  on the average  2  to 3  times 
the annual mean values.,  F'or  both s:noke  and  su.sp,,m:led 
particulates,  winter to  summer  rn.tios were  arou::rl 
lo5 to  2., 
45.In a  number  of urban areas in the European Commu11ity 
the obse::::-ved  values .a:re  significantly higher than the 
levels used  currently as guidance for action in several 
countries  aro~J.Cl the worJ.d,  and this in spite of the 
dowmm.:;:d  tren:l in levels which has been observed for 
more  tllal1 a  decade. 
In view of this situation,  and while  m-;aiting the re-
commendations  w~~ch will be  forthcoming at the  Corr~u­
nity level r-egarding the criteria and  guides,  all 
efforts should be made  to insure the continuation of 
this dowrMcu"'d  trend  • 
46 &It  is knot-in  that without  the presence of nitrogen 
oui.des  in the  atmosphere  nb photo-oxido.tion of r.ydro-
ca:r·bons  t·wu.1d  occur  and.  the development  of ~hotoche­
mical  ox.iC:ctrr~s  wouid.  be  !T;'L~ch  red.uced.t  S•-Lffic:i.en'tly 
reduc•;d  levels of either NJ  or h;y-d.rocarbons  alone 
in -~:t.e  air tec..d  to  alleviat~ the  forma:tion of photo:-
cher.iical  o:>..'i.d.ants,  but  t~1c exact relationships are 
extremely  cor.aple~ arill.  not yet well  understood. 
Stud.ies  he.ve  shown that nitrogen  dio~dde IDC!\7  be  assoc-
iahd with increased incidenc';;ls  of rcspire.tory  infect-
ions in childxcn,  with dan::.tgc  to vegetation and with 
corros~.on of electronic co:npononts., - 21  - ~/38/J4- E 
4!1  Nitroge::1  oxides are  formad  m:rlnly duril:".g  high-ternpera.tu't'e 
coobustion of fossil fuels in fixed as 'Vl6ll  as in mobile 
installations. Recent  esti.J.lJaJ;e1!f"c  indicate that the  emis·sion 
levels will increase at about  the  same  rate as  fuel  co:r:.-
sumption,  since there are no  adequate  coutrol techniques 
now  applied on a  large scale for these  cocapounds • 
.Einission factors  ( 'Vi'eight  of NO  formed per unit  weight  of 
fuel  consumed)  vary considerabty,  not  only with type of 
fuel  and  type of col:lbustion unit,  but  also between  apparent~ 
ly identical units burning t4e  same  fuelo  Ql.:.oted  emission 
factors can therefore only be  average or typical values, 
end  considerable variation is to be  expected,  depending 
on the mode  of operation"  'l
1his is particularly true of 
mobile  sources,  where  engine load  condit~ons are cons-
tantly changingo  · 
48o  A study has been completed recently.under contract i[ef.~~ 
for the Commission's  scr1.1:i.ces  (sae  .~.rmex III)  aiming  at  an  · 
assessment  of nitrogen  ox~do emissions  from  energy prod-
uction within ~  lwlember  Sta.tes for the period 1970  until 
1985,  together with the possible abatement  techl"~~~es and 
associated costs,  taking .into considex>ation..:.existing 
studies and  energy  cons~ption forecasts~ 
Starting from  weighted  emission factors together irlth 
estiL1ated fuel  consulnption. in various sectors,  it is 
concluded that the total  NO  emissions in 1970  within 
tha EC  ]!ember States  amount~d to approximat.ely 7 .,6  mill. 
tons.,  On  the basis of the predicted fuel grol\>th  pattern 
used in the study,  an1  assuming  no  controls,  :!;he  total 
NO  emissions are expected to rise to around  13  millo 
toiis in 1985 o 
49•  Analysis  by sector  ~f fuel  use  shows  (table 5)  that in 
1970  general industry acco'.lllted.  for one  tr..i.rd  of the 
emissions,  but  transporta.tion is the  fastest  grow:i.ng 
sector and is expected to take over one third of total 
rro_  emissions in 1985.  Thus  emissions  from  transport  would 
donble  from  2.2 millo tons in 1970  to 4  .. 5 milL. tons in 
1985,  by  ~vhich time it c<..ulo.  replace :i.ndustry as the 
largest  source nf nitrogen oxides  a  . 
...  ; ... - 22  _  .. 
.!A:~_!i : ~  EMISSIO~: S]pTOR  BREAKD  ..  CLWN  1910 · 
TO  1985  (MEAN  VAIJJES)  . 
7--.......... 
~A&:QIO 
Year  1970  1980  1985  .......... 
~  .  ., 
''·'-.... ,,. 
M Tons  % 
M Tons  % 
M Tons 
.~  NO  NO  NO  Sector  X  X  ;  X  ... ..  .  . 
Electricity  2o1  28  3ttl  28  3o5  27  Generation 
-- -
Domestic  o.a  10  1.1  10  1  .. 2  9 
Industry  2  .. 5  33  3~3  30  3o8  29 
·Transportation  I 
2.,.2  . 29  3.:.6  32  4o5  35 
-
··' 
T 0 TAL  7.6  100  .11  .. 1  100  l3o0  100 
.. 
·,,1 
.  :·f): 
....  /  ...  a 50. The  report  stresses the large uncertainties affecting' 
the estimates;· the main difficulties being:  vamtion in 
the values of NO  emission  factors used,  and finally 
variations in as~umed pattern of fuel  consumptiono 
Consequen+,ly the true value of secto:::-al  and fuel type 
emissions probablY lie between  o~:r  and.  lco5  Urnes the 
indicated figures,  while the true total emissions pro-
bably lie bet>'tleen  o  .. a and  1~2 times the indicated fig\tres 
( 26  limits) o 
The  possible variations in fuel  cousu:nption pattern are 
very difficult to  defin~,  for two  reasons;  · 
- the  consumption in  each·~  ~ector and  for  each fuel type 
. are not  j.ndependent,  but· are related in a  complex 
manner; 
- the  consumption of each type of fuel is dependent 
ultimately on the price structure and  ~vailability, 
and  alsv  on the rate of growth of the  economy  of 
the Communi tyo  The  current CI'isis affecting oil 
s'upplies will of course have  a  profound .effect 
on any future  estimates. 
5lo The  Services of the Commission,  with a  group of national 
experts,  have recently reviewed the  I~,  N02,  and  NO 
ground level meas'urements  carried out  in  .  x  . 
1971/1972 in Member  States ffi.ef,.  2rjJ.,.  Until noN  relatively 
few  effvr·ts have been inade  to measure these pollutants 
systematicallyo Furthermores  due to the variations in 
concentration with the exact  siting  and to the incompa.-. 
tibility of a  number  of am.lytical techniques,  no  · 
comparison between the  few  results available can be 
made,  and numerical indications of concentration ranges· 
would not  be significant* 
Efforts are currently  being made  a.t  thec•Copmrunity  U.evel  to 
develop  criteria for the siting of sampling stations 
and  for the ha.rraoni::.ation of i;he  analytical  methods~ 
In the  few instances where trend analys.es are available, 
upward  trends  seem  to be-ooserved.t_showing the need  ~o 
develop rapidly a  harmoniz-ed  set of stations within the 
~1ropean Community,  generating concentration results  · 
upon which decisions can be .madeo 
o.oo/ooo - '24-
52.,  Cor.cern o-ver  the  envi.ronm(mtal  effects of the dischzrge 
of heat into natural bodies of water  is~eadi~ mounting. 
An  increase in the· natural temperature of lakes and 
streams is reported to affect the growth rate and,  in 
s~me cases,  the species of  aqUE~ic flora and  fauna 
LHefo  2£7  ..  Evidence indicates that at  some  locations 
certain forms  of ~tic life have benefited by inc-
reased water tamperatures  a.~ that this water,  used 
in i~rigation,  could help promote  pl~~t  gro~~ho In 
general,  however,  tho ecological effects of increased 
temperature are considered detrimental,  and opposition 
to increasing water temperatures is growing. 
The  solubility of oxygen in water decreases  continuously 
as  temperatUre:eoes  up~ Ori  the other hand,  the oxygen 
denand  for the biological degradation processes of 
organic pollutants ca..-ried within the water increases 
with temperature,  because these processes are generally 
accel6rated by higher temperctures.  Thus,  discharge 
of heat  into rivers,· raising the water tell!perature  vrell 
above its naturu.l level,  is detrimental  and  n;,a;y  ind.a.nger 
this naturnl resource  a.nd  aquatic life,  espeoialiy if t'he 
b')dy is already heavily pollutod by organic  and  inorganic m?..tte 
For these reasons  nooerous Member  States have  set limits 
for the maximum  rise of temperature  e,bove  natural  leV•3ls 
that is to be  allowed for water bodies. 
53o  The  main source of thermal discharges is electricity 
production;  the actual  share of 70  to  80%  of total 
~ischar5es is likely to increase in the future  (see 
chapter II),  unless  some  economic means  of utilizi~~ 
the vast quanti  ties of waste heat  now  discharged into 
the  cooli~..g system  can.  be rapidly developedo  In order 
to asnese the magnitude or' thermal discharges  from  · 
electricity production and the associated siting 
problems  for power  plants~ the Commission's  services 
ha·.re  l"ecently evaluated LJ:tef ..  2J]  the possible growth 
potential of electric energy production wi.·t:hin  EC 
Ne,Jber  States  (see Annex  IV) ..  Ti·;o  r,ypotheaes  are 
consi-dered: 
the first -one  to  be  considered as  cotlservative,  assumes 
that demand  for electricity will continue to grow,: 
until to the  end of this century,  nt  the  same  rate 
C!.S  the  l::Lst  25  years;  ho~rever,  with a  progressive 
tendency to a  saturation; -25 - ENV/38/74  - E 
-the second  one  to be. considered as  an upper  limit 
not  likely to be reached;  assumes that the cost 
increases  ~r liquid fuels  and the short  supply of 
theEe  f~els m;y  continuo for  some  years  and  will 
initiate a  progressive  ohar.ge in the structure of 
energy demand  within the 3  main sectors of electri:.. 
city conswption:  industry,  dc:n.estic  sector ·and 
transport,  leDding to a  sharp increaGe in electri-
city demand. 
54•. The  following table 6  shows, ·for both hypotheses,  the 
evolution of electricity produced  from  thermal- power 
pla.ds (fossil and nuclear  f'u.eled)  and the heat dis-
charged into the  enviror".ment  _( ~r~ater  and air) • 
The  values given on the basis of two  hypotheses do  not 
correspond to the :  forecasts  of the EC  Commission  •. 
Owing to recent  events on the energy market  these 
foreC'asts  are under reViewt> 
As  liquid fuels will probably 'be  available· at suffi-
cient quantities,  although their p:dce will be consi-
derably higher,  the real situation is likely to occur · 
between the two  assumptions. l  H¥Pothesis  I  I 
I  ·Year 
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TABU!:  6  :  GRO\'/TH  OF  ELECTRI:J  POWER  PRODlJl:::TION  JIJID  ~1; 
D1SCHilRGES  tHTHIN EC  r.~.mER STATES 
1970  1975  1980  1990  1995 
....  .....__ 
2000  i 
~·~-----------+-~------------------------------
~  ·:.·cltal  ~oss production 
~  ,: 'i'Wh)  t~) 
'  .. 
'  ~  '!early mean  growth 
[  ~-ate  (%)  within 5 year 
855  1,200  1,680  2,350  3,200  4,225 
::  :,cried  7.0  7  sO  6.9  6.4  5.  7  5.,0 
r~--------------------+------------------~----------------------------------
r :'ross production  from 
::  ~;hermal plants  (TWh)  731o6  1,066  1,534  2,194  3,032  4,045  5,210 
~ 
~  Total thermal discharges 
L  ·  (TWh)  1,024  1,533  2,267  3,384  4,815  6,624  8; 76'} 
~  t· 
~~  r • 
----~--------------~-------------------------------------------------------
L:::H&Pothesis II  I 
Y e  a  r  1970  ·1~75  1980  1985  1990  1995  20:1~: 
~,-.~. 
:·  ~otal gross production 
\TWh)  855  1,230  1,800  2,800  5,100  9,000  14,00:J 
~"early mean  growth. rate 
:J&)  within 5  ~rear pericii  7  .. 5  1·9  9o2  12.7  12.0  9v2 
1·  :~·ross  production from 
~he~mal plants  (TWh)  731,6  1,095  1,650  2,630  4,910  8,800  13,  8~)() 
'i.'otal  thermal dis-
charges  (TWh)  1,024  1,579  2,460  4,217  8,583  16,053  25, 18<: 
(31i)  1  TWh  = 
6  10  Megawatthours  ( = 86o,ooo,ooo,ooo  Eca1) 
...  ; ... < • 
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55•  Even  under. coneervative-as.Gumptions  (hypothesis I) the 
··quantity of heat  diischci.fgecl_·:rrom:·electricity production 
...  if;l, .likely to irtcrease by. a.: factor.; of 3 at least from  1970 
to 1985  and  once  again by a  factor of 2.6 till to -the· end --
of the century  (~).,  ·  · 
..  _ .. ;,. 
One  main conclusion can be drawn from  this sitUation in 
view of the still increasing rate of pollution of running 
surface V.'E.ters  within the_  Eb,. which is not  likely 't"o ·be'''  : 
reversed before the 80's: it is no  longer  possibl~ to 
install new  large· power  plants equipped with cheap  open 
cooling circuits along most  of the rivers o£ EC  Member 
States. 
56.  The  objeptive of hypothesis II is to show the possible 
repercussions on the environment  resulting from a  massive 
increase in electricity production which could possibly 
.result from high cost escalation of oil prod_uqtso  If·_ in.·  .. 
this extreme  case thermal discharges  from  powe;r:- plants do 
not  present  i.~oluble problems  for the protection of the 
environment  one  can resumably assume that solutions can 
be  found  for reality. 
Under  hypothesis II assuming a  rather unlikely ina.ximum 
increase in demand  for electricity it appears that at  ... 
le~st until 1980 the situation will not differ sensibly . 
from  that resulting from  hypothesis r. Only  from  1985 
onwards  the increase of thermal disch.E:.rges  under the 
second hypothesis will be· sensibly higher than ·under the· 
first  one,  and this accelerates till to· the  end  of 'the 
century.  Thus  from  1970-t::~-1985 'b-horma.l  ·di.scha.rges·.will  . 
increase by  a  factor of about  4  and  from  1985  't'o-2000-oziCe 
again by a  factor of about 6.  ., · 
The  conclusion to be drawn from  that situation is of great 
importance ·for  environmental  protection and ,  for the 
L::md  use: 
- in spite of the introduction of wet  1  or of rather  . 
. expensive  1  dry cooling. towers  an  ever increasing 
number' of new  power plants ·is lilcely to be installed 
at the  sea shores,  mainly towards the last two  decades 
of the century.  Tl1e  problems  of choos.ng appropriate· 
sites  fo~ these plants which'satisf,y not  only'the 
environmental requirements  and the cooling  ne~ds bu:t  ~--.-
fit also in rui' economic manner into eXisting guides  . ' 
(with respe¢t t6 the-centres of electricity demand)  m~ 
become  as important  as that of developing efficient · 
control mcthods.alloWing to decrease the pollutions 
from  these plants  • 
..  , ------------------
(!.1!)  Assumption is made  that  from  1985  onwards  nuclear power plants 
of the HTR  and  FBR  type with high steam  cycle efficiency are 
progressively introduced,  and that in 2000 these plants deliver 
l/3 of total nuclear electricity production (extimated then about 
3,500 TWh--67%  of total electricity produced  from  thermal plants). - 28- ENV /3 8/7  4_ - !J 
VI.  1~0NTROL T·~THODS,  PR0Bk!TI'.1'3  'A~IIf CONSEQUEiiCP.R  REk\TED  'IO  THF.IR 
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57 •  The  most  efficient pollution abatement  method is a  decrease 
in energyutiliz·ation itse:!.f or,  at  leact,,  in the rate of 
gro'l'rth of energy  production~ This will affect not  only the 
emission of pollutants; it will  als~ have system-wide  implic-
ations (i.e. at all steps !'rom  the point of extraction to  ' 
the point of final use)"  A..>zy"  measures  which are taken ·to 
conserve the use of energy resources or to achieve· a  beti;er 
utilization of exist  in« resources must  be car.si d.ared  as 
environmental  measures~  (in addition. to their  eco~<ornic 
importance)  insofar as they help to reiuce  th~·overall 
impact  of energy on tho  environment ..  Thus  ei'fo!'ts to reduce 
enert;y losses,  e .. g. by the thermal insolation of buildings, 
or by  iraproving t.he  efficiency of iild.ustrial  and domestic 
apparatus,  are indirectly as well  as directly of great 
. importance for the fight  e.gc-.inst  polluj;ione  Similarly,  a 
more  rati0no.l  use  of energy t>lithin the transport  sector -
eag,.  a  gren.ter  emphMis  op collective  (bus<:!S  an.:l  trains) 
means  of transport  as  opposed to cars·- will have indirect 
as well as direct benefits for the  environment~ 
58 •  .t'lnother  inportant pollution c,batement  relc..tes to the orga-
ni~ation of production a.rui .distribution within t:P,e  energy 
sector itself  o  Should  energy production within s·i:.ationn.r'y 
installa~i:mn be  centr2.1ised as much  as possible (better 
efficiency,  pollution control  e~sier to  apply  and  with 
lo;-mr  turi  t  cost)  or should it be· spread.  out  near to the 
places of final use  (less.transportation losse0,  better 
dispersion of unavoidable pollutant ·emissions) e  In the 
past this question has  often been decided.  upon purely 
eCO:l;lomic  E,Tounds  (ecge  siting of po~ver plants within the 
ox:Lsti~ grid•.  choice of fu.el  for domestic heating instal-
lations and for large industrial  installations)~ 
These requirements of course must  be  cn.refull.y evaluated in 
the overall context  of long·-term plarmir..g,  Bore  again a 
balance between environmental  and other· goals must  be 
struck., 
These brom questions  cannot  be considered in detail in this 
first report.  This  chapt~r is tp.erefore  lir:li  ted to  a  short 
description of t~e controls which are likely to decrease 
·or abate pollutions riginatirig f:i:-om  energy production,  trans-. 
formation and  use,  wi'th  sp·eCia1 emphe.sis  on so2,  particulate 
matter,  UO  and  therm~l discharges.  · 
X 29-
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59•  In urbe.n.a.teae  ~th  a.  high percentage of sourcos  emitti~ 
at  low level (like domestic  heatil1g install.::ttions)  a  sub--
stantial . ilirprovemeht -of air qua.li  ty in t Grm3  of S02 
a..id. 
particulate m~tter concentration  c~~ be  acchieved oy 
decreasing these .emissions.  This  can be done by: 
changing  t::>  less polluting fuels, 
limiting the sulphur content of fuels used, 
introducing m~re district heating. 
·  .. The  first possiOili  ty is already well  proven,  when in the 
'50s  and  •6os .coal ·fired heating installations in the 
Grel',ter  London  area were  converted more  and more to natural 
GO.S  and liquid fuel  or to electric heating,  resulting in 
rm  importa."lt  decrease of so
2  a:hd  smoke  concentration. 
60. For reasons of comfort in many  Me:aber  States a  shift towards 
increased use of liquid fuels  (especi.ally gas-:>ils)  end  · 
natural gas  for domestic heating purposes  has taken place. 
\Ii  th respect to  so2 pollution from  combustion of theee 
fuels  two  problems  are encountered:  . 
- firstly to assure the availability of sufficient quan-
ti  ties of natural gas  (which. in eeneral contains very 
little sulphur)  and eventually a  preferential allocation 
to the  do~estic sector, 
- sec:mdly to introduce large s':lale  desulphurisl:'.tiNl of 
gas-oils to levels likely to result in a  sctbstantial 
improvement  of S02  ground  ),eVGl  contentration in 
urban areas.  . 
With incre3.sed introduction o.f  eleCtric heating or dis-
tri:ct  heating systems  the  so2  pollution probleu is 
shifted to' the pov1er,  plant where it is likely to 'be 
· · solved more  easily  .. 
61·  ..  For large stationary combustion installations such as 
power plants,  large industrial. instellations c.nd  district 
heating plc:  .. nts the problems  ca.uscd  by the air pollution 
from  so2  omissions  ~e at the mowent  ha.ndl~~ in diffe:ent 
· weys,  e1ther by  cho1ce  of low sulphur foss1l fuels  (ll.ke 
natural gas  or  lot-t  sulphur  f'u.el...;oils),  by desulphu.risation 
of flue gases or by appropriate (;.ispersion of  ~missions 
with high stacks..  .  :  ... 
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All these solutions give rise to problems:  '.' 
The  large  soct.le  use  of low  suJp~1ur  f·J.els  is either 
li:nited by  chart  s,Lpply  (th:Ls  j s  t~1e  case  W:.~h nature.l 
arcd.  Kitl1  lo;v  sulph~.U' :'esi.d.ual  f'tBl-oils)  or by the  a~.·ai­
labi Li.+.y  of desu.Jp:mnsed fuel-oil anrl  its high cos+.  (i:;) 
(Ftlel-oil  desu:phu.;.~isation plants have to be  construpted 
in the Member  s·tates;  hi.gh  investment  costs  and  increased 
cons1.u:nption  of cn:_de  o'il are the main disadvantages). 
62.  The  de:::ulphurisation of flue gases is not yet ir.d.ustrially 
proven  -:>n  a  scale suitable for  lar-ge plnntso  Several 
processes give rise ·to  procb.c't's  '"hich are water  soluble 
n.nd.  thus trar.spose the problem of air pollu.tion into 
one of water pollutiont- Moreover,  for reasons of space, 
!ilod  of the processes cannot  be fitted into existing 
installations. For lack of operating experience cost 
es+.imates given are scurcely valid 1mder industrial 
conditions. e.r.Ji  msy in reality prove much  higher., 
IVIa:-keting  of the e::trc:.cted sulphtir  can decrease the costs 
of desulphurisation,  but the demand  for  su  ..  lp!m;ric acid 
or  ~~lcmenta.ry sulphur mey  be  insufficient to .absorb all 
extracted sulphuro  In this case  the  surplus has to be 
stored which is economically feasible only with elementary 
sulr•hur,  thus ruling out  those deslllphurisation processes 
which yield other  sulphurous· compQunds.  In a.1JY  case,  the 
·problems  o.f  creating centrc;..l  storage or disposa-l places 
ond  of Qrga.nising transport  remain to  be  solved. 
63 ..  Lt  the pre::;ent  stats of knowledge it seems that neither 
fuel  d esnlphuri sat  ion nor  flue gas treatment present  · 
sign.ifica.•:rt  diff;::rences in terms of cost per ton of 
sulphu:•  extracted0  H0wever,  if supply difficu1iiesald. 
cos-t  inoreases for  J.iquid  fuels persist for  a  lo.nger 
ti!!le 7  the developmcr;.t  a..·Jtl  introduction of .flue gas desul-
phu.riPation mey  become  more  interesting than the former 
methodo It can be  t>.pplied in priWJiple to all ~es  of 
st"'!.tionary installdions and saves r.1or3  than 7%  of crude 
oil needs  otherwise  consUI:led  by the  des~!.lpbu":'isation 
procenso 
64·.- Tl::e  technique of dispersing emissions by using high 
stacks  seems  to be the least costly method~ It is 
applied in some  MGlllbor  S-~ates but  not yet generally 
nccer:ted as [..definite nolution to the problel!l of so" 
.  L 
------------------
(3!)  A study of the costs of resid.ue  and ge.s-oil desu,lphu.risation has b9en 
rnD.de  in 1972  by S'l'ITCHING  COl'f::AWE  for  ·i;he  Com:nission of the European 
Communi ties (publishe.i as  CONCAWE  Report  No.  13/72)  ~  In this report 
the  cost  range  for  the desulphurisati,on of residual fuel-oil  has been 
indicated as being between 4  and  12  /3/ton (cost  estimates  ar•e  related 
to 1972  conditions!)o 31  - '=~·~J  ")  0  '11...:  "'  ..["J;.\'  ...  'C"ll  - ~  - -· 
pollution. Although emissions into the atmosphere at  gre~ter 
height  (so•!eral  hundred meters)  are normally well diluted they 
m~, 1mder adverse meteorogical conditions,  be deposited near 
the. so~~ce and raise the ground level concentration substan-
tiallyo  The  residence time of so2  is not yet well known nor 
the rate of transformation into other compou..ms  (.~).,  These 
high altitUde  emissions may  be  transported over long.distances 
and pollute region,s  which  Elre  other"rj.ce rather clean$  !.n this 
connection,  a  programme is under  wey . at  OE'CD  to  invest~  gate 
the long range transport  of pollutants and the problem3 
related to it, such as the influence of meteorological  condi-
tions,  the acidity of rainfalls caused by  so2,  the rate of 
elimination and tra:'lSformation of so.,  within the atmosphere. 
.  ....  . 
65.  In addition to the directive on the sulphur  content  of gas-
oil alreacly mentionP.d,  the Commission's  services are currb:ntly 
engaged,  in collaboration with gove,rnmental  experts,  in s-tu--
dying posE"ible  other.weys of decreasing air pollution by so2, 
"the  main attention beir,g dtrected to the sulphur  content of 
residual f'll.el'-oils  as the most  important  contributor to so2  pollution., 
VI .. 2..  Particulate ma~ter  -------... - ..  .-..-_...,.._... 
66a  From  a  technical point  of view the problems of abating parti-
culate matter  emission from  power  plants  and large industrial 
boilers have been resolved~ 1\,_generalized application of 
exist::.ng  con.trol teclL"liques  also to  smnll  stationary combus-
tion :i.r..stalla.tj.on.s  ca.'1  further j.oprove the situation,  espe-
cially in combin.a:t:.on  wl th su.bs"ti  ;;u.tlon of solid fuGls  by 
cleaner  ones  like ::<atural gas,  gas-oil or  even electricity 
applied to  combust.Lon installat:i.ons emitting at  low -level  .. 
P:roblcri.•:1  of cor.:trol mey  arise,  particularl;y:_as far  as  concerns 
the degree to l-Thich  abatemel'r~ meaSUI'8S  are really-resp<::>cted. 
or for  "tl":e  prefere;:::tial allocation of cleaner fueJ.s  to  small 
installation::;~ 
No  statutory controls of NO  emissions  c..re  as yet pra.c-t.:.sed 
either from  st::;;t~.onary o.r  m5"b5.le  sou..":'c.:es  ~tri.thin  EC  11eniber 
S-l;;atos  (~ J(;)  D  'i.'he  COJ"ltrol  technology for  NO~ emissions .is 
in i.tG  infancy,  and much  p:'oving of techniques  under real-
life concli tions remains to· be done  .. 
----------------~---··--·---~-· 
(:r:)  In the  f:;:-ame  of T0chn:i caJ.  er..d  Scient  i ::'ic  Coppe:::-ation  betr,reen 19 
States the Comreissionas  services participate in work  aiming at dotermir.1 
ing  that  ~he tre..r...sformations  \'1llich  so2  undergoes  :i,n  tl1e  atmosph•;re 
(Action COST  61  '1.)  o  ·  · 
In +,r~e  USA  the  lir::;i  t  set currently for  UO  emissions  from  mobile 
sources is 3ol g/::::,ile  (equival<mt  14 kg  1-Djt~o.,c.  for  US-v·ehicl(lS 
•  !> ..-/ ••  ,. (n) 
- )2-
Fa~ stati0nary sources,  modification of combustion.c6nd--
itions or furnace design appear to hold most  proniso, 
and  a  reduction in NO  emissions of 5<:><  <'C'-r:",:.  :f'.:_.:::-:'.".::'...c 
with currorit  technoloty,  G.S  appl" c;cc  t  J  ·J~:.  --·  .... 
gas-fired plu.nts,  CCEl-fired pla.r~-ts  ~>l'E.r.,;Gnt.  1-l:x:·-...;-=s  ,,,here 
control of fuel/air ra-tio is called fora  By  USil'lt;  catalysts 
greater reduction (to about  75%)  is theoretically possible 
but  a  successful technique remains to be developed.  No 
reliable figures  exist  on the costs of such control 
GJ.easures. 
68.  For mobile  sources  exhaust  gas  recircul~tion io already 
practised on automobile8 in ·the  USA  reduci~~ NO  emissions 
by 5o%  as  compared to  1971 level. Further reduction could. 
be  achieved by catalytic means but  a  successful practical 
device  has not yet been producede  However,  an increased 
introduction of other than conventional types of internal 
combustion engines,  with lo-.ver  NO..,..  emission levels,  mr:~r 
constitute alternative  solu~io~~ to exhaust gas treatment 
devices.  Nev~·theloos, those  engines also present problems 
in terns of CO- and HC- er.ri.ssions  and of increased fuel 
consuuption. 
The  ultimate answer to  NO  {and other)  pollution from 
~obile sources m~  be to ~e  the propulsion unit 
entirely - perhaps to  an electric drive  cir  to fuel  cells· ·-
but,  at the present state of knowledge,  with a  penalty 
to overall fuel  usage efficiency. 
The  original  US  limit of  0~4 g  NOxfmile  set for  1976  will 
probably only be  achieved in a  conventional  engine  (if at 
all) by the use of some  form of cataly-tic conversion of the 
NOx'  most  likely reduction to nitrogena.  Hm·1ever,  a  sn.tis-
f{;l.otury  catalyt-ic oonverter hn.s yet to be developed;  the 
pro-olems to be  solved include damage  by inadvertent 
overheating,  mechanical  erosion,  poisoning of catalyst 
from  fuel  additions such as lead (in fact  a  lead-free 
gc.soline  lV'Oulct  be required)  1  .. and  last but  not  least. a 
penalty on fuel  consumption and  increased costso  Increases 
in fuel  con3umption are  estimated to have risen by 3  to 
12%  in the  US  to meet the current limit of 3ol s  NOxjffiil_e 
(:)  over uncontrolled engines LRefo  2Q7.  . 
(~on~'d)  ~d 28 kg  ~jt.,o.,eo for· European. carso Ini:tially it 
W<'.S  1ntena.ed to achieve  a  level  of' 0 74  gjm1le .(=1.,8 Kg  NO  /t.o&e,.. 
for  US  cars  and  3e6  kg  NOjt~o.e'o for European· cars)  by  XJ.976,  ---· 
ropresentiDG  a  9o%  reductJ.on compared with 1971  level.  At  the  . 
t~e being 1976  models will be  re~uirod only to meet  e.n  interim 
stand.ard of 2.0 g/mile  (=9  l:g  NO ,Jt.o  .. e. ·for US-cars  c'-nd  18 kg 
NOx/t.o~e. for US-cars  and  ::.8  ki"NO/te~O.oe. for European cars). 
Current  1.mcontrolled emission rates  from  Europem cars average 
aoout  16  kg  (t.ooeo =metric ton of oil equivalent). 
This  increase in consumption is also caused,  at  least to a 
certain oxtent,  by the restrictions imposed on CO  and  hydrocar-
bon enissions. -33  -
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70.It is neces~ry to examine  more  closely the environmental 
problems related first to the introduct:' on  of cooling tm-rers 
and  secondly,  to those  other measures  likel~r to dccre':l.se  the 
~mount of waste heat discharged. 
The  large c;:uanti ties of heat  discharg-ed  locn.ll:•. by :oo·.-mr  plc.;:-J.ts 
can influence,  in Central European  l~tituden,  the phyaicCl.l  en-
vironment,  e.g. prevent rivers from  freezing in·winter (when 
open cycle cooling is usee.)'  increase loca.l  formation of mist 
&.nd  affect the micro-climate  (when  ~'let  or dry cooling towers  . 
~issipate  ·~he waste heat .into thr ·. ~mosphere)  o 
71. }:let  coolin~ tower~ consume  a  certain quantity of water by ev~­
poration *).  This water loss mny  become.  the .limiting factor 
to the installation of  addition~l  g~nerating capacity equipped 
with wet  towers beside a  river because peak electricity de:nand 
may  well be twice that  of normal  demand  and  often occurs at ' 
periods of low flow. 
Another problem is the space  occupied by  such towers  (2 to 3 
towers of about  130 m in hei,.Wlt  anCI.  diameter are E"-ctually  ncedeC· 
for a  1000  MWe  power  pl~nt LRef.  227  occupying nearly 10 ha)  ; 
because  of their dimensions they  ~e difficult to incorporate 
~nto tho  lundscapo wi  thcut altering its ch<;.racter.  ·  · 
72. rrx  coolin~t~~ avoid the  eva~oration losses incurred by the 
wet  towers.  : ~.  .-:> 
...... ·  On  the other 
hand,  if they aTe  associate.d with a  power pln.11t  which  operates 
on  tile  class:i.cSJ  ste:o.m  cycle,  they decrease  even more  than '"e-t 
tm·rers the overall efficiency of the plant and.  thus the utili-
sation of  ener~r resources.  The  high costs of such -towers, 
which a.re  at an early st&ge  cf development  for large cooling 
capacities constitute t"l.nother  handicap which has to be  comp1:1.red 
with greater flexibility for siting. 
73  •.  Heat  losses inherent  t.o  t.he  th~rmodyn'1mic cycle  of pm·rer  plants 
are mainly pc.ssed to the :condenser of tho  cooling system  (nen.rl~: 
50 %  of total heat  input  fo~ a  fossil fired plent  ~nd 65 %  f3r 
a  current  H'iR  nuclear plant),  the rest beinc directly discho.rgod 
to the atmosphere through the stack  a~'l  the ventilation system 
(c.bout  12·7:·  of total· heat  input  for a  fossil fired plant .  .an~ 
25 %  for tho  Llffi. plant)  ~ 
*)  For instance a  power  station
3
of 1000  MWe  equipped  ~ti th wet· cooling3  towers withdraws about  0.7 m  /.s (if fossil fueled)  anc about lJl m /s 
(if nuclear fueled).  from the water body  ;  another 0.2 to 0.4 m s  is 
used for cleaning of the  cooling· ttn.,rers  but ultimately sent  l>cwk  to 
the water. body.  Asfm'Uing  that all. thormc.l  discharges from  power  pla:ctA 
in the y·3ar  2000  "';ere  to be. dissipa-tec'.· by wet  cooling tm~ers these 
t0wers would  evaporate approx  •.  8  %. of the tot0.l  ye~rly average  flow  o::· 
all rivers within EEC. 74· 
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The  vast quantities of  he~t rejected without further utiliz~tion 
through th8  condenser  coulc 1  be  lo;1ered  subs·tantially by extr2:c-
ting an important  volume  of  steam at a  higher temperature level 
and at higher as condenser preserve.  This  steam could be used, 
e.g.  f.or district heuting,  for  effluent water treatment,  for 
sea water desalination,  etc.  · 
Of  course the electricity output  of such  t:-..  dual-purpose pln.nt 
would be  lower  compared to that· of on clectrici  ty-only plant of 
equ:1l  boiler porrer,  but the  over.:J.ll  effi::;iency of the former, 
me"'.sured  in terms  of  energy utilisation, is higher. 
Un.fortu.nately,  the difficulty cif  transporting heat  efficiently 
over larger distances,  e.g. between a  power  pla.nt  and an urban. 
centro,  cons-Gi tutes at present  a  serious. obstacle to the  . 
consb"\!ction of such  plants~  Hence·,  such a  plrmt must  ac·cually 
be sited near the  centre where the  .. he:lt  is usee.,  which  gives 
rise to problems  of  cooling anc to those  of large quantities of 
pollutant  e!llissions in denso,ly populcted areas. 
--·75.  In conclusion1  it becomes apparent  th:J.t  the problems  of therma.l 
dis·Jharc:;es  are  closely related ta. those  of the siting of l:::1.rge 
power plants vrhicl1  constitute the  overwhelming source of  such 
di  scl1arges. 
VI.5. 
From  tho point  of vie1-.r  of environmental proteotion it r;ppen.rs 
thnt  a  compromise  must  be  sougnt,  upon sitins a  plant,  between 
divergent  conditions  e0ch having its impact  on the environoent 
- th0 possibility of cooling with the im.ylication,s discus-
sect  before  : 
- the easy access and transportation facilities for fossil 
fuel  supply  (anQ  solid waste  dispos~l for  coal fired 
plants)  i 
- the ,ossibility ot transporting  l~rge quintitics of elec-
. · · tric energy,  sup~osing that still sufficient ln.nd  is 
nvailable for  ne~v aerial or umlerground. transmission 
lines  1 
- the necessity to iocate the plant ·as  close to the  centre 
of der.1and  as possible in order to minimize  transmission 
losses t'li th in the grid and  to re.:-.ch  a  high loo.d  factor 
of the plants  incoi·porated in the grid 1r1hich,  in turn, 
implies that  l~rgc ~tantities of polluto.nts are emitted 
into the air nearto r'l.em:ely  populo.ted areas unless ap-
propriate  control moc.s1ires. a.re  taken. 
Pollution and  cner~ffici~~ 
76.  A car·eful analysis of the  overall· system  of electric energ;r 
production n.nd  its firml use may·show  thn.t  the present problems 
r~la~ed to n.ir  pollutio~ by so2,  particuln.te matter and  NO 
l-nthln urban are:1s  can be more  ef\sily resolved. by increasea use 
of electricity,  in spit'S!  cf the problems associated with therma.l 
discharges. -35 -
Because pollution is c0ncont:ratcrl at a  fevt  cc.rcf>tll~r  chosen sites, 
pollution control measures  c~  be more  easily aml efficiently ap-
plied,  and u-rith  lower  costs to large instalktions than to smnJ.l 
ones. 
On  tho other lland,  an :mu.lysis of the  same  syste:n in terms  of op-
timum use  of onergy res0urces muy  siww  th:.:.t,  fro:n  tl1e  point  of 
vie~.,.  of energy conservation,  more  centrnlizcd clectrici  ty proclu.c-
tion and  a  trenc1  tm·ra."t'C'.s  the  gro11ing use  of e:!.ectr.icity arA  los.s 
effective than the use  cf other f'lrms  of en'Jrg;;. 
This  c.."'{ample  v.nderlines the necessity to perform  overall  energy 
system analyses which  cc..n  c',etermine the best  choice of energy 
soc;.rce  :md  optimize the  solution in terms  of cner&y  c. 7-.;.l:.sation 
c.nd  of environment  p:i.~atoction.  Obviously  t~e  <~vail-~,~-.:, i·~y nnd 
the  cost  of the different  energy sources will plcty  n.  -J.:i c;;.seve 
role in this choice. - 36  - FJN/38/74  - E 
VII. •  CONCLUSIONS 
77o  This first report has  m~inly concentrated,  as the  Programme 
requested,  on the environmental problems posed by  sulphur 
dioxide,  particulate matter,  nitrogen oxides a11d  thermal dis-
charges.  Its principal conclusions. in respect  of each of these 
pollutants can be  su..."ll!larized  as follows 
Sulphur dioxide  and particulate matter 
78.  The urgent  need is to reduce the level of sulphur dioxide  as 
well as that  of particulates within certain regions of EEC  Member 
States v1here  high concentl'ation of So2  and  of  p2.rticulate~ fre- .  . 
quently occurs.  The  Comnission has aiready sent  to the  Council  a 
draft directive aiming at ·  reduction in the average  sulphur· conte1<·~ 
of gas-oils used for domestic heating and in diesel vehicles. 
Two  ~~alities of gas-oil are foreseen in  197~ namely  0~8 %  sulph~~ 
and 0,5 %  sulphur.  By  1980 1  the ttvo  permitted qualities would  ·  · 
contain respectively 0,5  %and 0.3 %  sulphur.  It is for the moment 
left to IJlember  States to decide  on the  zones  or regions in which 
the lower  sulphur-content fuel is to be used. 
19·  It is expected that this measure will already make  a  significant 
contribution to the reduction·  of pollution from  SO  ,  especiall;y in 
the areas needing special protection,  but  by it  self it \·rill  not  be 
enough •.  The  Commission is therefore proposing measures for dealine' 
with those  e~issions, and their effects,  which arise through  t~e 
combustion of residual fuel-oils and.  with other problems.  These 
proposals will  cover  : 
(a)  the definition of special  zones  or protected  ar~. 
It should be possible to establish at EEC  level the general 
criteria for the definition of these special zones  or protect•."'· 
areas,  11hile national authorities would themselves be respons-
ible for defining the regions. which correspond to the criteria., 
The  Commiss~on is at present in the process  of reviewing 
existing information with a  view· to 
-(iJ d.,efining the relevant  ~a:ralileterc  (o.e. hourly values,  . 
24-hour values,  annual moans,  winter7summet·  r~~~o~. etc 
-(ii)  agreeing on goals,  tdiether' of a  short,  medium  or long·. 
term nature. 
(b)  t~; li:nit:<tio!:  o~ the  E!Ulph~r  cot·~tent  of the residual fuel-
o~  ... s  burned 111 th1.n the spe01.al  zones •. Ex:ceptions  could be 
perini  tted f'or  those installations equipped with pollution-
control devices which perr:.1it  emissions to be reduced in a 
manner equivc1lent  to the use of low eulphur fuel. - 37 
1 
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Ex:ceptions  could also be made  for  those installations using  • 
high stack dispersion,  but this should be  seen as a  temporary 
relief {see paraz.  82. below). ··In any  case,  ground  level 
concentrations should not  exceed those which would  have  been  .  • 
produced by the use  of low-sulphur fuel. 
(c) .maximum .sulphur limi  if! for residue! fuel-oils used  outside 
the protected zones,  with similar possibilities  for  exception@ 
(d)  harmonized  meth2~ of measuring and  monitoring pollution 
levels. 
80.  In addition,  proposals will be made  for the ~ferential alloc~ · 
ation of clean fuels  (like natural  gas and  low  sulphur oils)  to 
certain categoriesof use.  It is most  desirable to aim  at the 
preferential use  of the  olean fuels available in each country in 
those  sectors of consumption where  other methods  of preventing . 
air pollution are not practicable.  These  sectors include the 
domestic and  commercial  fields and  also  some  industrial activities 
in which  large mrnbers  of small  .consumers  er.::i t  flue gases near. 
ground  level.  Control  of e:nissions in these  oases ·can  only be 
achieved through  ~se of clean,  low-polluting fuels and  good  com-
bustions practice.  Nost  Member  countries are in favour of 
encouraging the use  of natural gas and petroleum distillates in 
these sectors,  but the total fuel  consumption  involved is large, 
and  may  pose problems  of availability of suitable fuels.  It 
also implies a  need  for.investment  in fuel distribution services, 
in particular for  ~atural gas. 
81.  In the mediu:a-term,  greater emphasis must  be  placed  on  other 
~.£ftec1miqu~.  From  the present  state of knowledge  and 
experience it seems  that neither residual fuel-oil desulphurisa-
tion nor flue  gas treatment present.significant differences in 
terms  of cost per ton of suiphur  ex.tracted.  However  :lf supply 
difficulties and  cost  increases for liquid fuels persist for a 
longer time,  the development  and  introduction of ,llit~ 
~ulphurisa.tiotiFGDl may  become  more  promising than the former 
method.  FGD  can be  Gpplied ·in principle to all types of new 
stat~on~ry instaliations burning solid,  liquid or gaseous fuels 
and  saves more  thun 7 %  of crude oil, which  would.  othei"'..,ise  be 
consumed  by  the fuel-oil desulphurisation process. 
That is why  a.n  effort to promote  the rapid development  and 
introduction on  an .industrial scale of flue  gas C!.esulphurisa.tion 
process is heeded with ill·. EEC  Member  States,  especially for large 
stationary combustion installations which  would  become  more 
4"1exible in t~s  of.:f'uel  supply and,  of siting requirements  • 
•••  ;  ••  0. - 38-
For reasons  of operating reliability of such FaD-units,  large 
industrial installations and pouer plants which  plan to use 
this tochnic:ue  should be  equipped also with high  stackn'which 
assure at least a  certain dispersion of the emitted flue  ;;ases 
in case  of failure  of the FGD-uni t  (thus .::1.voiding  a  plant 
shutdown). 
82.  From  the point  of environmental protection it is not  acceptable 
to transport pollution over long distru1ces  into less polluted  · 
areas.  For this reason the dispersion tecbnique of pollutantJ 
making use  of high stacks alone  must  be  regarded l'li th caution, 
unless there is sufficient  evidence that the t!'ansport  of sulphur 
dioxide and nitrogen oxi.des  is·  not nuise.nce in itself and  that 
their transformntion in the atmosphere 'a.oes  not  give rise i;,")  the 
formation  of other harmful  compoU..>"lds 1  and  that thoy are quickly 
eliminated from  the  atmosph~re. 
Even when  pollution proble~s do  arise,  the dispersion technique 
could be  accepted at leust as  a.  short  term  methcd  of rel'id'  1 
provided that the later ad.ditiono:f'.:i'fi'Ue  gns desuli:)'huriSation 
unit is required as soon as these installations are at hand. 
The  Commission will make  proposals both as regards the introduc-
tion of flue-gas desulphurizaticn and  concli tiona for the use  of 
high stacks,  once  the discussions to be hold on  this report are 
concluded. 
83.  The  foTioliing table  7 gives a  tentative (not  x.huustive)  indication 
of the types of solutions "''hich  must  be  considered and which in 
tho  light  of present knowledge  arc lilcely to relieve in the short-
term and to  solve .in the  lon~term the so2  problem. 
Although the multitude  of solutions proposed at  t~ble 7 may 
nppea.r  confusing o.t  first sight,  the Ul'la.erlying approach  is 
simple  :  to  deal with the problems in different forms for-dif-
ferent  regions,  for different  sources and  for dt:ffezremttime-
scales. .:1>  ~r12 
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Tho  expectec~ la:::--gc  incre;.,.se  in t:1e  emission  o:::'  nitrogen oxides 
f:com  statiom.<.ry  :Luel  combustion  sources as t-mll  as  from mobile 
sources  2nd  the 1;;.61c  of developed and widely applieo.  abate::~ent 
techniques for these  subst2.nce:.J  le::o.d  t~ 1.n  1.:rgent  need for 
m:ti  o!ll'.l  "J.uthori ti  os  t:J  exw.ine  the air pollution problem of 
nitrogen oxides ill their countries.  The  lack of knm'l'ledge  con-
cerning both emission and  occurence  of nitrogen oxicles,  their 
effects  on health,  vegetation,  etc. anq their close relationship 
1·Jith  formation of oxidants and  snag conditions raise  a.  nuraber  of 
i:J.po1·te.nt  c;:ucs-~i ons. 
Tho  Corm::.ission ,·h::.::l  begun  -~ progrtn:JDc  of resen:rch on the  subject~ 
85.  The field of  col".trol  tech:10logy for nitrogen oxides  requires 
CUJS0ssment.  Thel'€  is only very limited experience  Ll c.ppli-
cations of nitrogen  oxid.e  control  techniques to  fixecl  coMbustion 
installations whereas for mobile  sources the  extensive use  of  · 
diesel engines  couJ.d  i::~prove the :no  emissions  (as well. as other 
pollutants)  coming from  motor vel.ictes. 
'I'ho  present pro8pects for  control  of nitrogen oxides depend  on· 
the devolol)me!:'t  and  implene'1.tation of improved  combustion techni-. 
qP.es. 
i:Jhile  uai-tine fez- an iaprovenent of lQ'JOtoJl&dr_ro  in this field, 
cortain pl'ecau.tiono.:cy  uun.SUI'E:s~  in rilspect of bo·~h. stationnry 
a.nd  nobile sources of :ao  ,  could. ho talcen. 
X 
Povver  plants constitute the most  i~hpork,nt  source  of thermo,l 
discl:.arges.  I:-t  .. tho  light  o: j_Jrcsor.-t .technology this situation 
is not  lil:c:!.y to  chango  r,,uch  l'll'i t:O.in ·the next decade,  wheree.s 
electricity production will  cert~inly continue to  grow at a 
si~1il:-1r  r1.tos  as in tht7--past  d.eced:.e,  'i:;;e~-~'1.....donbling of the 
production in about  10 ye::\rs.  The  grot'ITth  r:J.t-es-·:)r  J.::t±~_:r  clecn.-
des till to tha  end  of tns century are  open to  spec-<llatfon·-·bu:t., 
they c:.re  unlikely to fr:  .. ll 'Lel0\'1'  3 fo. 
As  a  consecruence  tho total ouccnti ty of h£-:tt  discharged  '.  Cl  .. irectly · ·"·  · 
into the  cnviro:run-:mt  by pONer  phmts may·  incrcace  b;;t  at lc2.st  a· 
f0.ctor  of 8  in tl1e  year  2000 as  c6mpo.red  to the  si  tui::Ltion  in 
1970,  even if it 1uay  be  loHerod  t,y  improved  technology and  other· 
uses  of waste heat. 
87.  .~:z......w};_tb~~~-~..0..~ in most  member  States the  cooling  , 
co,po.ci ty of inland  surface Haters "rill be exhausted if the  open·· 
cycle  cooling technique mainly used hitherto is not  suhsti  tut€'d 
by the introduction,  on  a  large cSCctlG 1  of \1ot  cooling  tot'I'Cl'S~' 
The  Commission will  msl:e  propc:sr.ls .to, this effect. 
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88.  With  increasi~g turlt  size of power plants nnd with trend to 
~.nstalling multiple units at  ~.  given site limits to the 
generalized use d' l·iet  cooling towers are  i:nposed by the 
lart,"e  qua:iti.ties of water evaporc.tecl in the  tm-tero  (effect 
on  the microclim:;;te)  and by the \':ater  withc'(rr..~:n f1·ot:1  the 
ri  vcrs.  If for instance the total evctporatior! frvm Het 
towers were  limhed to  2 %  of the f'.verage  c.nnu..1.l  flovr  of 
Europe;:..n  rivers,· and to 10 1b  of the  flov1  in 3)eriods  of low 
w2,ter  coinc~din.g ;.rith high electricity production, it ~wuld 
net be possible. te evr.'cu:\te  mor~ that  5000 T'Jh  of -v:ci.stg  heat 
per year by these \'let  towers;.  Under  thi~:: hnothesis' some  of 
tb.e  EEC  I:lember  States would 1)e  confror..ted from  tho nineties 
on  with the need to look for  ot~1er ·methoc1_s  of evacu:ttion of 
waste heat  from electric power production. 
89.  This  situatio~ can be inatched in different ways, each of them 
~resenting problems with regard· to  environmental  protec-
tion,  t·o  the  rat~.onol use  of natural resources,  to the econo-
:~ of energy  pro~uction, tranaportation and use a,d to the , 
development  of  rcgior~l activities  :  · 
- by the inst.::.llcti  on  of rnwer plants equippec". ·  with dry 
cool~.ng towers where  the -vraote  l1eat  is discharged directly 
to the  r  .. tmosphcre ·: 
- by the  location of new Jl!Ultiple 1)nit pm..rer  phmts o.t  the 
see.  shores· where  eventually a  cheap  ope~ cooling circuit 
can be used  :  ·  .  . 
- by the decentrc:.liza";ion of pmver productio:1 in sr.:LLller 
plants which are  ecp.:ipped,'with,clry  cooling tmmre  nn~l the 
devices rC:Jquired for compliance idth emlssion limits set 
for air po,l].utmiis,  which are  loeb-ted ne<.•.r  to 'large urban 
areas,  an:cl  which  m:J.y  use t]1e  waste hent for district 
heating ::mel  otl'.er  ~urposes. 
90.  i\.t  -the  presen-t  s-to·rro  of kno-vrledgc  ·.;;~,  through investig::dion of · 
the problem related to thermal disch:irgcs L<ust  be unrlert'=lken. 
The  stt~'dics must  be directed to*',rds  :  · 
- an establishing of plans with regard to -the  thermal dischar-
dcs which  can be  directed.. to rivers,a.ncl  es:l)ecially to coastal 
.  wc.ters, Hi thout d:unaging the  ecos~rstems, 
an increased  rlevelo:?mimt  of dry cool:bng t.m-rcrs,  .. though  D.p-. . 
prppir:k..te  me.:".surcs.c,such·:~hs B  nnd  D contracts,  exchange  of 
information E.nd  experience • 
In parallel to these  stuC'cies  guidelines are to be  elaborated. 
f.:.eilitating the siting of  nc~J power  r-lnnts at carefully 
chose~l p:!.o.ccis  in consideration of the requirements  of environ-
mental protection. 4?  FJN/38/74  - E 
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These  gui(elines shoulcl  ta.:;:e  into accom1t  not  only enviromnent;:,;l/ 
and  econonlic  considorr>.tions-but also give thought to the most  -----
efficient 1u3e  of natur£.1  resources in terms of encrgjr consumption, 
l~nd use,  w~ter useo 
The  Conur.iss~_on will f<.ci li  tc.te the  exchr.ui.gc  of  ::..r.:·"r;:~~·.t:;,on  bet~rmon 
Member Stat  os  j_n  respect  of both siting plar!s  n~G.  --technology  and 
w::.ll  prcparo  gnidclincs '!:or discussion. · · 
The  1vider  issue 
-~~---·--
91.  The  discussion of the environmental  impacts related to energy 
production transformo.tiou aucl  use  :i.lD.S  been liroited to  ·G.  few 
topics faJ.lirg wHhi.n the  sco:'_)e  of this re:?ort.  :  sul';)hur dioxide, 
partic,_ila"te li!atter,  nitrogen oxides and thermal disch.c-,rges.  The 
prcblei!ls raised  :1.t  :;resent by these pollui;'l.nts are  considcrec~ in 
the most urgent  neec.  for solutio,l,. J:2a.ir..ly  '!:lec::--use. of the J:l2,gni-
tudes 1-1hich  emissions  of thes8 pollt:tants :-.re  likely to reach the 
ner.r fature if f;l_othing  is done. 
92.  In a  wld.el'  sense,  the r:1ost  effective pollution  atate:Jen~ mothodwoui·J.· 
be  in f0d  ""  dr-JCren.se  in th~ rote of g:ro'{ti1  of er.erg:r production 
n.ccomp;.mied  by a  better utilization of  existing resources and  b~,r 
i~.1proved  te-:::hnoloc;y.  This would  not  only affect the emission of 
pollt:tar..t  s  !J.l'ld  decreP.se  pro"Jlet~s created by the awdlr;bili  ty of 
fuel:::  also have  s~·ste:n-T;;ide  implications (i.e.  ::o.t  1-ll 
s~ep:::  from  "he point of oxtraction to tho point of final use). 
~nus tho efforts to reduce  energy losses (i.e. by improving the 
effioie1~cy of processes and app.:1ratusos  or ty bettor thermal 
L1sulation of buildings)would  C:.ecreaso  the  overall  impact  of 
en~rgy on ti1c  environment  c'l.nd  tonuld be indirectly as 'l'lElll  .::~,s 
directly 0f  e;rcgt  ir.1portance  in the fight  r:tgninst  pollution. 
93.  The  e.p::_:>ro!'.ch  to efficient aiJatemrmt  of  pollut~_on coll'ing from 
energy production,  tra:1sfcrmc.tioe1,  -transport  ~d  usc  canno-1:  be 
n.  partial one  ccnce:1trc.tir.g c:1· isolcctcc  insta~_l.:J;tior..s  or p 1.ants. 
With  a  viow to the lonJ-tcrm  goal i".;  is. necesoar~· to nsses:::  ell 
enViro<U'lental  effects cauE.ed  by  complete  energy cyst  ems,  parmi t-
ting s.Jlutions  ~/nich,  upon  co.nparison with  ot~1er avc,ilable  systerr.3, 
may  ~rield the  optimu  ..  'I!  long-term <.l.pproach.  This  im:olie·s  the  choic..:· 
of usinc the most  appropriate  er1ergy form  :::1.t  the right place,  not 
o"lly  on the grounds  of economics but  also in terms  of e:,1ergy  con-
serVC'.tion  cmd  env-5.ronmental  protection.  · IJ.oJ 
/J.2J 
/J.5J 
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P.NNEX I 
Summary of the actions for.::se"'m in this field by the Pro-
gramme of action of the European Commur,it_ies,~_the environment 
The pr::>grc.mm.e of acaon on the ;,:;nviromnent specifies in its part II, 
titl"2 I,  chapter 5,  section 2,  the actio:as relating to en~rgy production. 
A zc.H.:unary is made ther9 of the pr~blems of po!lution and nuisances 
relateo' to the  en~rgy production,  in particular': 
- ntmGspheric pollution caused by the combustion of fuals in fixed 
pl<mt and refineri-es,  dom2sti~ heating and internal COIY!bustion 
- wat:Jr p~:lutbn causad by the discharg'-' of c;·.>oling water and pollutants, 
- thermal pollution of \'i'ater and air by  ~Lctricity generating stntions. 
The Y:"1~·ograrnme envisage that ·.th.e  CommifC!sicn will : 
-·  exc.l'!:ine the various iorms of pollution :.:.nd  nuisances in question, 
their concen:i·atior.. in th<::  arJas in questbn;  the~ damage  th•~y cause 
c::.nd  th2ir related costs, 
- examine the methods c..t  present in uR;:;  to combat thes~ forms of pol-
lution and nuis~nce, their effectiv.::ness,  t.heir cost and aJso the  ·  -·- ···-- ~-
d·..:sirnbility of ur.d;1rta.king rGsearch wol.th  a  yiew to improvinG these 
rr.ethc;ds, 
- study n.ll appropriate :measures to r0duce the concentration of th0se 
f:>rms of pollution and nuisance to an acceptable l::v·.:=l,  while taking 
into account the r2quirements of diff.Jrent regions, 
- wcrk out the cost cf 811  thes2  measur~s and ·relate it to that of the 
darr"age caused, 
- define,  in the form of options vvith their "'stirrahd costs,  .measurAs 
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for reducing the int(.nsity of t:1-2s:: forrr  .. s  of pollution and nuisr>ncc to  ~ 
Ln  acceptable levsl, 
This work,  and other work on estimates of c::>sts  of rn~asures which do 
not concern the protaction of th~ environment,. vtill form the basis 
for the d.:cisions to be taken on fuel policy. 
ln submitting tl;le  results of this work to the Council with a  view td 
adapting the decisions taken in energy p.:~licy,  it should be possible not 
only to point out the econ')mic and technical r0sults of the various 
measures which could be taken,  hut also to concentrate att'3ntion ori the. 
consequences that these measures wight have on the siting. of fixed 
plant; this particularly concerns th~ siting of new power stations, 
refineries and plants for reprocessing nuclear fuds, 
As far as the procedure and the timetable arc concerned,  the Programme 
indi.cabs: 
A  pre:li~r..inacy general report on the probloF.s of pollution an~ nuisances .. 
reiating to energy production and pa:cticularly on thermal pollution, 
so2  (in  co~nection with particles in suspension) z,nd  NO~  will be drawn 
up,  in so far ::-.s  !.s  possibh, before  ~! December j_973,  fur subseqJent 
discussion with national experts. 
In the light of the:qe discussions,  the Commission 'Nill make proposals 
to the Council as soon as possibl-9,  and at th.::  latest by 31  July 1974. THE  iOOTEXES  II-III and  IV 
WILL  BE  DIFFUSED  LATER 
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